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Abstract

The article presents the results of an experimental research aimed to study the main components of successfully adapting child with health limitations. Analysis of psychological and pedagogical literature allowed defining the core concept of the study—"successfully adapting child with health limitations"—as a child, who is capable of full development of his personal, physical and psychological potentials in the surrounding environment. In this article we describe the structure of successfully adapting child with health limitations. It is presented by the following components: personal (which includes such qualities as confidence, adequate self-esteem, and emotional well-being), academic (simple concepts of oneself and the surrounding world, mathematical concepts, simple bases of grammar) and vital (overall academic, communicational, social and everyday skills). Considering these components, we constructed and developed a procedure for an ascertaining study, aimed to describe the level of development of each of the components. The research was conducted in the Center of Prolonged Day, which was created in Mordovian State Pedagogical Institute named after M.E. Evseiev (MordSPI). In order to define the level of development of each component of successfully adapting child (high, medium, low or undeveloped levels) we defined the criteria and characteristics of the assessment and chose the study methods, which included psychological methods, questionnaire and practically oriented tasks. The developed procedure allowed conducting an ascertaining experiment; the results are presented in this article. Analysis of the obtained results shows that the majority of participants have low levels of the development of the components described above. This leads to the necessity of constructing and performing correctional and developmental work, which should allow gradual integration of these children in the society of normally developing peers.
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Introduction

Educating and upbringing the children with health limitations is one of the top-priority problems. In Russia there is a tendency of including the people from the aforementioned category in the society under the condition of their full participation in all areas of social life and activity. The analysis of statutory and regulative documents (National educational initiative "New School" ("Novaya Shkola"); Russian president's decree "On National strategy of actions upon children's interests in 2012-2017 years"; Federal law "On education on Russian Federation" (from 29 December 2012 # 273-ФЗ), etc.) [1] indicates that the priorities concerning people with health limitations are changing in the modern world. Each person, regardless of their health condition and existence of physical or mental deficit, has equal opportunities of obtaining an education.

Analysis of Russian [2-8 etc.] and international [9-20] studies allows to define a tendency of inclusion and adaptation of people with health limitations in the society of healthy peers upon the condition of their full and equal participation in all areas of social life.

One of the priorities is to create the conditions for joint education of normally developing children and children with health limitations, i.e. integrative education. This situation calls for discussion of the fact that children with health limitations are required to successfully adapt among normally developing peers. In our study adaptation is defined as a process of active adjustment to the new system of social conditions, new relationships, requirements, types of activity, life schedule, etc. [21]. One of the mechanisms of adaptation realization is the success. We define a "successfully adapting child with health limitations" by comparing a number of concepts, which create the following contexts: firstly, "adaptation" and "successful adaptation of a child with health limitations." This concept in general is defined as "...the child, who is capable of complete development of his personal, physical intellectual and other potentials in the society" [22]. The structural model of successfully adapting child with health limitations, which we developed, consists of the following components: personal (which includes such qualities as confidence, adequate self-esteem and emotional well-being, which presents in the child's attitude towards going to the children's educational institution, to the educational activity and to oneself), academic (simple concepts of oneself and the surrounding world, mathematic concepts, simple bases of grammar, which provide the child with health limitations the ability to integrate in the social and cultural environment) and vital (overall academic, communicational, social and everyday skills) [23].

In this article we will show the methods and results of the study on successful adaptation of the child with health limitations during ascertaining study, conducted in 2011-2012 academic year in the Center of prolonged day, based in MordSPI.

Methods

The aim of ascertaining experiment is to study the characteristics of children's with health limitations adaptation. In order to reach this aim we defined the following tasks: to validate the procedure of studying and accessing the development of the successfully adapting child's with health limitations components; to develop diagnostic instruments and to define the initial levels of "personal," "academic" and "vital" components of successfully adapting child from the aforementioned
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category; to summarize and structuralize the obtained results. The method of ascertaining experiment consisted of three blocks of the tasks. Each part was designed to study one of the main structural components of successfully adapting child with health limitations.

In order to study the personality component (studying the self-esteem of children with health limitations; defining their anxiety and emotional well-being levels) we selected the following methods. For the first part of this task we used the “Ladder” ("Lesenka") test (N.V. Nizhegorodtseva) [24]; for the second part of the task we used the anxiety test (Temm, Dorca, Amen) [24]; for the third part we conducted the test of “Emotional well-being of the child in kindergarten” (adaptive method of E.V. Kucherova) [25]. There are the following indicators of the developed personality readiness: developed emotional well-being, adequate self-esteem and low anxiety level [26].

In order to assess the level of academic component development we defined the criteria, which included the development of simple concepts of oneself and the surrounding world, mathematical concept and simple bases of grammar. The markers of academic component development are the unity, completeness, depth, structure and mindfulness of the knowledge use, which provide the development of child’s with health limitations readiness to study the surrounding world and to integrate in different types of activity. The assessment is conducted individually with a questionnaire. For example, simple concepts of oneself and others were tested with the questions like “What's your name?,” “Who do you live with?,” “What does the nature include?,” etc. The following questions were used to assess the development of simple mathematical concepts: “Which floor do you live on?,” “Which road is longer/shorter/wider/more narrow?,” etc.; and to assess grammar bases we asked: “Who lives in the house?,” “Name the described objects,” etc. [26].

To assess the development of the vital component the following skills were selected: general educational skills (the ability to plan and organize one’s own educational activity, to perceive information, to conduct cognitive operations, evaluate them and analyze the results of one’s own actions); communicational skills (the ability to organize efficient interaction with other people: to listen, empathize, “present oneself” in the communication, evaluate oneself and others, work in a team); social and everyday skills (the ability to construct the activity result (analysis and creation of orientation basis of action), to plan the expected activity, to act upon a plan, as well as to evaluate one’s own activity results). The assessment of the vital component was individual and consisted of practically oriented activity of the children. For example, general educational skills were studied with such tasks, as “Find a pair,” “Who is extra,” etc. To study social and everyday skills we proposed the following tasks: “Wash your hands before lunch,” “Clean the table,” etc.; to study communicational skills—“Introduce yourself to your peer from another group during your joint lesson,” “Congratulate your friend on a holiday,” etc. [27].

Considering the constructed procedure, we conducted a study with 30 children with health limitations (this group included children with speech, hearing and sight deficits and mental retardation), who studied in the conditions of Center of prolonged day in MordSPI in Saransk. The children were nominally divided into two groups—control (CG) and experimental (EG) groups. We further present the results of ascertaining experiment.

Results and Discussion

Analysis of the results of the personality component assessment revealed, that all children are differentiated into four groups: children with high, medium, low or undeveloped levels of personality component; we also revealed certain qualitative differences in personality component development.

First group (high level of personality component of successfully adapting child with health limitations) consists of the most efficient students, who were able to complete the tasks successfully. Children with health limitations have well-developed qualities of all groups, which create the basis of the component: stable emotional well-being, adequate self-esteem, low anxiety level. Second group (medium level of personality component) consists of the children, who were able to partly complete the tasks. These children present neutral emotional state, high self-esteem, medium anxiety level. Third group (low level of personality component) consists of students, who had the most difficulties. These children with health limitations have low development levels of all groups of qualities from this component: negative emotional state, low self-esteem, high anxiety level. Fourth group (undeveloped personality component) consists of children with health limitations, who have relatively undeveloped qualities of all groups. The result of personality component development in successfully adapted child with health limitations is presented on Figure 1.

The results of the study also revealed certain qualitative differences in the development of personal component. Children with health limitations, who attend the Center of prolonged day, show: 1) negative emotional well-being, which may occur during the sensation of failure in one of the activities, during child’s dissatisfaction with the way other people, especially teacher and peers, are treating him; 2) low self-esteem, which demonstrates low self-confidence, the development of inferiority complex, rejection of action; 3) high anxiety level, which means deficient emotional adaptation to the certain life situations. Children with low self-esteem have significantly higher anxiety levels in comparison with children with adequate self-esteem. Thus, the combination of the obtained results reveals that the majority of students with health limitations have low level of personality component [26].

Upon analysis of the academic component assessment results all children were also divided in four groups with high, medium, low or undeveloped levels; he participants also showed qualitative differences in the development of academic component qualities.

First group (high level of academic component) includes the most intact children, who can understand the activity essence and possess simple concepts, which are necessary for different types of activity. Children with this level understood the task and the speech, addressed to

![Figure 1: The development of personality component of successfully adapting child with health limitations](Image)
them, navigated in the condition of the question set; they demonstrated general knowledge of the question subject; they presented 3 or more full and complex answers, which contained correct, full, precise, structured and sequentially presented information. Second group (medium level of academic component) consists of relatively intact children, who partly completed the task, possess the simple concepts, but have trouble with the ways of presenting them. The children with health limitations from this level accepted the task, understood the speech, directed to them, navigated in the task conditions; they gave 2 answers, which did not contain full information on the subject, they reflected only the main content, the answers were inaccurate, misplaced, had missing points and lacked structure and sequential presentation of information. Third group (low level of academic component) consists of children, who had the most difficulties. These children accepted the task, but did not understand the speech, directed to them, and were not able to navigate in the task conditions; they gave 1 answer, which did not have the unity, complexity, precision, structure and sequential presentation of information; the answers were merely a list of some facts, unrelated to the given task. Fourth group (undeveloped academic component) is the children, who did not give any answers or refused to do the tasks. The results of academic component development in children with health limitations are presented in Figure 2.

Analysis of the results of academic component study shows that the participants were most successful in questions that addressed the development of simple concepts about oneself and the surrounding world, while the questions about mathematic concepts and basic grammar caused difficulties. Thus, the obtained results in general demonstrate that the majority of children with health limitations have low level of academic component [28].

Analysis of the vital component assessment results demonstrates that all children with health limitations are divided into four groups with high, medium, low or undeveloped levels. High level of vital component is related to the fact, that children with health limitations understood the task and chose the most rational and optimal way of obtaining the desired result, understood its essence, defined the sequence of the task solution stages and held on to that sequence, created their own algorithm of the activity, were able to organize their work space, did not make mistakes, they also could not evaluate the results of their activity. They mastered non-verbal means of communication and were able to work in a team. Children of the medium level had a positive attitude towards the activity, but had difficulties in finding the most optimal and rational way to get the result, in holding the right sequence of solution stages and in constructing algorithms. They were able to transfer their knowledge to the practical activity, performed some actions with errors and could adequately evaluate the results of their activity. The children of medium level could listen and empathize, but did not always do that. They could speak correctly and clearly, greet other people, etc., however, used these expressions only after an adult or other child reminded them. They spoke calmly but sometimes interrupted the person speaking and did not always remember the rules of polite conversation. During the activity they sometimes got distracted; their relationships with other children are selective and calm. Children of the low level produced the actions but had under-developed skills to complete any of them. While doing the task, the children understood the educational problem but failed to choose the most rational and optimal way of solving it, they did not follow the sequence of actions or create their own algorithm of activity. They did not organize their work space, did not use any cognitive tools, made severe mistakes in single operations; they partly transferred their knowledge to the practical activity, which contained mistakes, they also could not evaluate the results of their activity. Children of the low level could not listen or empathize; they could barely speak correctly and clearly or express greetings, etc. They did not pay attention to the adult, did not react properly to a call for assistance. During cooperative activity they were easily distracted and bothered the others; their relationships with other children are often negative and selective. Children with health limitations of the undeveloped level were able to conduct the activity necessary for successful life sustaining, but could not transfer their knowledge to the practical tasks. This level lacks the completion of the educational tasks, it does not have cognitive or operational tools or abilities to listen and empathize. Children did not have any relationships with their peers in the study group, they could not control their behavior during communication, could not evaluate themselves or others. The results of vital component development in children with health limitations are presented in Figure 3.

The results of vital component study show certain qualitative differences in the level of development of the parts of this component. Analysis of the results of vital component study in children with health limitations allows concluding that the children were the most successful in tasks on social and everyday skills, as well as communicational abilities.
The tasks on general educational skills caused severe difficulties. Thus, general analysis of obtained results demonstrates that the majority of children with health limitations have low level of vital components [28].

According to the general results of the study, the initial level of the children from experimental (EG) and control (CG) groups is approximately the same. The comparison of successful adaptation components of both groups is described below. Personality component for the children from EG is on the high (10%), medium (26%), low (54%) and undeveloped (10%) levels and for the CG—on the high (12%), medium (24%), low (53%) and undeveloped (11%) levels. Academic component for the children from EG is on the high (10%), medium (21%), low (52%) and undeveloped (17%) levels and for the CG it is in the high (14%), medium (19%), low (49%) and undeveloped (18%) levels. Vital component is developed slightly lower both in EG and CG: in EG it is on the high (6%), medium (24), low (57) and undeveloped (13%) levels and for CG it is on the high (8%), medium (25%), low (56%) and undeveloped (11%) levels.

The results also suggest that personality structure of the child with health limitations has various hierarchy of personality, academic and vital components, which can have high, medium or low level of development in various combinations, as well as one of the components can be undeveloped at all. Analysis of the results revealed that 1 person form the experimental group has high development level of all components; 1 child has high development level of two components and medium development level of one component; 4 children have medium development level of all components; 7 subjects have low development level of all components and 2 children have no developed components.

Analysis of the results of the control group provides the following characteristics of components development levels: 1 subject has high development level of all components; 2 subjects have medium development level of all components; 8 subjects have low development level of all components and 4 subjects have no developed components.

The results described above demonstrate the need to create organized support for children with health limitations. We described the characteristics of components development levels: 1 subject has high development level of all components; 2 subjects have medium development level of all components; 8 subjects have low development level of all components and 4 subjects have no developed components.

Analysis of the study revealed that the problem of children with health limitations adaptation is highly significant in the modern society. We defined the concept of “successfully adapting child” as a child, who is fully capable of the development of his personality, physical and intellectual potentials in the surrounding social environment. We described the structure of successfully adapting child with health limitations, which consists of personality, academic and vital components. In order to assess development levels of these components we selected the criteria and markers, which allowed to define four levels of development (high, medium, low or undeveloped levels) of each component. By general and structured analysis it is possible to conclude that the majority of children with health limitations have low development levels of all of the components described above.
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